MATERIAL: C1020 STEEL

8006-21, POINT LUG, Compl. with Nut & Cotter
8006-31, POINT LUG, Only

BUSHINGS REQUIRED FOR 3/4 IN. BOLTS (102 LB. RAIL) SEE PLAN 8006, ITEMS 8 OR 9.

MATERIAL: C1020 STEEL

8006-23, POINT LUG, Compl. with Nut & Cotter. H = 1-1/16
8006-33, POINT LUG, Only. H = 1-1/16
8006-24, POINT LUG, Compl. with Nut & Cotter. H = 13/16
8006-34, POINT LUG, Only. H = 13/16

NOTE:
1. Protective treatment - CE 294, Sec. 29.